
How to Get Red Carpet Ready Skin with Foundation 

Foundation is one of the most important makeup essentials every makeup professional or 

makeup lover owns. Without applying foundation, you will not be able to create a canvas for 

your other makeup products. Also, your foundation should be your second skin if you want a 

flawless makeup look. Read further to know how to get red carpet-ready skin with foundation. 

Applying foundation the right way is an art, which can be mastered with continued practice and 

the right tips. However, when it comes to applying foundation, many people tend to overdo it 

by applying a heavy layer of foundation at once. This, in turn, results in a cakey face, which can 

look highly unappealing, fake, and funny.  

According to some of the most renowned makeup artists, your foundation should make your 

skin glow and look radiant. Instead of covering the natural texture of your skin, your foundation 

should enhance the appearance of your skin, thereby resulting in a flawless makeup look. Also, 

it is important to invest in the best makeup foundation for better results. Here are a few tips 

on how to get red carpet-ready skin with foundation. 

Tips on how to get red carpet-ready skin with foundation  

Prep your skin: To achieve a flawless-looking, glowing canvas you must prep your skin with a 

hydrating sheet mask, followed by a lymphatic facial massage. A well-hydrated skin gives a 

natural glow. After using the mask, you should apply a gentle moisturizer and massage your 

face well. This will lead to improved blood circulation. Asa result, you can bid adieu to your 

puffiness. This way, you can achieve a naturally radiant face, ready for makeup. 

Use a primer: Although you can skip this step sometimes, using a primer will let your makeup 

last all day long. You can use the primer on your forehead, the sides of your nose, and other 

areas on your face which need priming the most. 

Always blend your foundation outward: Firstly, apply a thin layer of foundation. Start applying 

your foundation from the center of your face and blend it well in an outward direction. You can 

apply the foundation on the apples of your cheeks, and near your mouth. Make sure that you 

don’t apply the foundation to your nose bridge. This way, you can achieve a more natural look. 

You can use a Viseart foundation for a perfect, evened-out skin tone. 

Buff your foundation to avoid streaks: This is the most important tip to keep in mind while 

applying foundation. Make sure that you don’t paint your face with foundation. Instead, buff it 

using a beauty blender, foundation brush, or simply your fingers. This will result in a streak-free 

base with smooth and flawless coverage. 

Conclusion: 

The above-mentioned tips can help you achieve red carpet-ready skin with foundation. 

Foundation can have a great impact on your entire makeup look. This is why it is of utmost 

importance that you apply your foundation the correct way. This will ensure you a flawless, and 

https://viseartofficial.in/collections/foundation


naturally glowing makeup look. Also, the consistency of a foundation is a major contributing 

factor when it comes to its finish. Therefore, you should choose the best liquid foundation for 

effective results. Always do thorough research on the different liquid foundations available, and 

choose one according to your preferences. 

Viseart is a modern technology-driven French cosmetic brand that curates fine-quality makeup 

products, which are not only of good quality but are also highly pigmented. Viseart is a fast-

selling makeup brand, available across the world. It offers a high level of customer satisfaction 

with its vegan and cruelty-free makeup products. 
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